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Why?
A report that measures the volume of
development taking place across
Central Manchester and Salford City
Centre and its impact. Property types
include residential, oﬃce, hotel, retail
and leisure, student accommodation,
education and research facilities,
and health care.

Where?
Central Manchester and Salford
City Centre, excluding MediaCity:UK

When?
Data for the Crane Survey was
recorded between 11 January 2019
and 13 December 2019.

Northern Gateway

Central Salford

City Core
Spinningﬁelds/
St John's
Southern Arc

What?
Developers building new schemes or
undertaking signiﬁcant refurbishments
exceeding any of the following sizes:
oﬃce – 10,000 sq ft; retail and leisure
10,000 sq ft; residential property
– 25 units; education, health care
and research – 10,000 sq ft; hotel
– 35 rooms.

Eastern
Gateway

How?
The local Deloitte Real Estate team
has monitored construction activity
and planning permissions granted
over a number of years, supplemented
by rigorous ﬁeld research. This research
has been veriﬁed by industry contacts
and in-house research teams.
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Foreword
As a consequence, 2019 has seen a number of
developers seeking to promote alternative models
of city centre accommodation in the form of co-living
aimed at a target market which includes the young
talent needed to continue to support a dynamic and
growing core to the conurbation. This has prompted
Manchester City Council to develop guidelines to
inform their decision making processes in relation to
co-living schemes.

John Cooper
Partner, Planning
+44 161 455 6512
johcooper@deloitte.co.uk

It is striking that this year’s survey results show 27
schemes completing, the 3rd highest year on record.
This is a reflection of the exponential increase in
development activity which has been reported
during the period 2013-2018 and has transformed
Manchester’s and Central Salford’s skyline in recent
years. Looking ahead to 2020, the rise in completions
will continue with a record 47 schemes reportedly
due to come to market.
This years’ results also show a slight reduction in
new starts. This could suggest that last year’s record
results, in terms of overall activity, may prove to have
been a peak in the current development cycle. To be
clear however, the latest results still represent one of
the highest levels of construction activity since our
records began in 2002, and given the geo-political
uncertainty experienced in recent times, this is a
further testament to the city’s market strength,
profile and resilience.
The slight reduction in construction activity this year
can largely be attributed to the residential sector.
There are a number of factors including the large
numbers of units coming to market, greater challenges
around forward funding for the Build to Rent sector,
availability of land at the right price and increasing
construction costs to name a few.

Office construction volumes have almost doubled
during 2018 and 2019, and remain at just over 2
million sq. ft. The Telecommunications, Media and
Technology (TMT) sector has delivered the highest
take up of available space in 2019, with serviced office/
co-working operators featuring strongly, together with
legal and professional as well as public sector in the
form of HMRC’s relocation. A highlight for us this year
has been completion of the Grade II Listed Hanover
House at NOMA and the decision taken by Amazon
to occupy their first UK corporate office outside
London. A further feature of the office market is the
broader range of products and locations beyond the
traditional city core.
Manchester’s success and growing popularity as
a destination for both domestic and international
tourists was further underlined in 2019 by data
reporting that Manchester has overtaken Edinburgh
as the most popular tourist destination outside
London. This is evidenced by Manchester’s strong
hospitality sector which has seen 3,000 new hotel
rooms come into the market since 2014 and 2,446
further beds currently under construction over 11
different sites. Occupancy rates remain high and
Manchester’s depth and variety of accommodation
is key to Manchester’s ability to attract and support
major events around sport, live entertainment and
culture, for which the city is famous.
The range and quality of new development coming
forward is exciting. We look forward to witnessing
the current pipeline come to fruition and in turn
supporting the next waves of major regeneration
activity in the city.
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Development Snapshot
Sectors under construction – total schemes
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Student
Residential

Residential

Schemes u/c

New starts per survey
2015
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Office

10
Retail/Leisure

20
Residential

Student
There are

27
schemes

have
completed,
which is the
2nd highest
on record.
Retail and leisure space under
construction totals

513,678 sq ft,

which is boosted by the
commencement of world-class
multi-arts venue, ‘The Factory’.
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2,446

30
Hotel

40
Education/Research

50
Other

Residential units under construction

12,357

units,
hotel rooms under
construction across
with
11 schemes, with
620 new beds
units
commencing
development
(42%) located in Salford.
during 2019.

5,203

Office space under construction

2,089,500sq ft
865,500sq ft
Pre-let (40% of Grade A space).

This has the potential to create15,500
new FTE jobs in the Manchester and
Salford combined by 2021.
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Key findings

The overall number of residential
units under construction is down
on the previous year at
12,357 units (14,480 units in 2018)

The number of units completed
3,619 represents the highest
delivery since 2006 (4,196).
2020 could see the delivery of
8,880 units.

New oﬃce space completed is
427,410 sq ft during 2019, on par
with the average for the last
17 years. The volume under
construction is above 2.1m sq ft for the
second consecutive year.

40 per cent of the office floorspace
currently under construction is
pre-let (865,500 sq ft), with
40 per cent of that taken up by
the TMT sector.

The number of hotel beds under
construction continues to rise,
with 2,446 new beds on site
and 344 new beds delivered
during 2019.

Although no additional research
or educational space was
delivered during 2019, over
1.28m sq ft remains under
construction across 5 schemes for
delivery during 2020 and 2021.

There are a total of 77 schemes
on site currently, with a
48 per cent reduction in the
number of new starts during 2019
compared to 2018 (23 down from 44).

390,500 sq ft of retail and leisure
space is being constructed
as part of oﬃce or
residential schemes.
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Residential
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Significant but reduced activity
Residential development (77 schemes) accounted for 56 per cent of
all construction projects between January 2015 and December 2018,
highlighting the recent prominence of the sector for development activity
in Manchester. Growth since 2015 means that 12,357 residential units are
currently under construction in the area covered by the survey.
The number of units completed in 2019
reached 3,619 in the survey area
(Chart 1). This residential pipeline means
that Manchester City Council’s targeted
supply (3,200 units per annum 2015-20251)
will be exceeded over the next two years,
with 7,127 units to be delivered in 2020-21
in Manchester city centre alone. Delivery
in 2020-21 will continue to address the
chronic levels of undersupply experienced
since January 2010.

This year's Crane Survey found 11 new
residential schemes commencing, the
lowest number of new starts in the
sector since 2014. Unit completions
have exceeded new units commenced
for the first time in five years. The overall
number of units under construction has
fallen by 2,123 units (17 per cent). We
therefore believe that 2018 was a peak
in the development cycle and residential
construction is likely to fall to align with
locally set targets moving forward.

Chart 1. Residential development pipeline (anticipated no. of units)
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Timing of completion
We anticipated in January 2019 that over 5,900 units would be
delivered during the calendar year, but the actual figure was 3,619
units across 17 schemes.
This estimate (or forecast) was based
on published information, advertised
completion dates in marketing, and the
planning public access system. Similar
delays were observed in both 2017 and
2018 (see Chart 2). Although levels of
construction have been higher than
average for the residential sector, with
delivery increasing year on year since 2015,
ambitious delivery targets driven by fierce
competition in the sector have evidently
stretched the capabilities of the market.

Delays are more pronounced in the
residential sector (relative to published
completion dates) compared to offices,
leisure or hotel development sectors.
This would suggest that a proportion of
schemes scheduled for completion during
2020 will not complete until 2021. Chart 3
shows a revised residential delivery pipeline
estimated by applying an average annual
percentage of units delayed (Chart 2) to our
forecast.

Chart 2. Residential delivery projected vs actual (no. of units)
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The intense and unprecedented level of
competition in the residential market is a
driver of both overall construction volumes
and delays in completions. Fortunately
delivery is a case of ‘when’ and not ‘if’.
Overall, the new supply delivered since
the beginning of 2016 (9,085 units) has
accommodated population growth
projections. Further development is still
needed, however, to sustain population
growth beyond 2021 in the regional centre,
following a period of stagnation during the
economic downturn. Developments are
likely to focus on diversified offerings in
central areas, as area-based planning policy
shifts to reflect analysis of residential need.

Continuing construction in existing
residential growth areas on the edge of the
city core, as well as new activity in emerging
areas of the Northern Gateway, will
boost supply. It is unlikely that this will be
predominantly Build to Rent (‘BtR’), as the
market is set to diversify to cater for families
and those looking to downsize and others
with new residential products.

Overall, the new supply
delivered since the start
of 2016 (9,085 units) has
facilitated recent rapid
population growth.

Chart 3. Residential development pipeline (weighted no. of units)
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Residential-led regeneration
Residential development is happening across the regional centre, but
some areas have seen the majority of development since the market
began to revive in 2014. There are many reasons for this, but the
main driving factors have been strategic direction and collaborative
working between the public and private sectors. These conditions
have acted as a catalyst for development in emerging growth areas
geographically.
An area where we first saw this happen was in
Ancoats and New Islington. Early place-making
activity by Urban Splash has continued and
has been to added to by Manchester Life
through a public-private partnership. Other
developers such as Mulberry and FEC have
since added to this regeneration area.
A comparison of Ancoats now with five years
ago shows the scale of the transformation.
Historical street patterns have been reformed,
canal basins restored and the area is
vibrant throughout the day: this is a direct
consequence of residential-led regeneration.

Figure 1. Residential schemes under
construction 2017

08

Physical changes have combined with
a carefully considered commercial
placemaking strategy, which has seen an
influx of independent occupiers come in and
rejuvenate the area.
Now residential-led neighbourhoods are
also developing at Middlewood Locks, the
Northern Gateway, Salford Central and
Great Jackson Street. Each of these will
provide substantial amounts residential-led
regeneration, following long-term strategic
planning and land assembly by the public
sector in collaboration with the private sector
(see Figures 1-4).
Figure 2. Residential schemes under
construction 2018
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Figure 3. Residential schemes under
construction 2019

Figure 4. Residential schemes under
construction 2020

Chart 4. Residential units under construction by sub-area
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Source: Deloitte Real Estate

43 per cent of units that completed
construction in 2019 are located within
Central Salford (1,549 units), with 19 per
cent (690 units) in Southern Arc and a
further 19 per cent in Eastern Gateway
(700 units). Salford also has the highest
number of units under construction
overall: 5,203 units across 16 residential
schemes (Chart 4).

Activity is expected to continue in Central
Salford and Southern Arc, where 75 per
cent of new residential units in 2019
commenced development, whilst Ancoats
and New Islington will deliver a greater mix
of housing types beyond BtR.
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Although the number of units under
construction came down in 2019,
with the trend likely to continue in
subsequent years, we anticipate that
schemes submitted for planning
approval will maintain supply in line
with the targeted population growth
in the regional centre (Chart 5). More
permissions were granted in both
2017 and 2018 compared to 2019, of
which 51 per cent have since been
converted into development schemes.
Of the 5,391 units approved in 2019,
it is anticipated that between 2,500
and 2,750 will commence construction
over the next two years, with new and
refreshed planning permissions adding
to this pipeline during 2020.
Competition in the BtR residential
sector is leading developers to think
of new products for investment.
New permissions are likely to move
away from predominantly BtR, and
instead may include family housing,
bespoke owner occupier apartment
schemes, and co-living and age-friendly
developments. In addition, the role of
registered providers in BtR schemes is
likely to increase. New forms of residential
development are also increasingly likely to
be influenced by Manchester’s affordable
housing requirements and zero-carbon
ambitions.
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Chart 5. Manchester: units under
construction vs. planning permission
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Source: Deloitte Real Estate

The formation of new residential
neighbourhoods expanding out from
the core of the city are likely to provide
opportunities to provide diversified
residential offerings, and these
principles are already being embedded
in Neighbourhood Development
Frameworks.
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Prices show demand still ahead of supply
Population growth was constrained by a shortage of new residential
supply between 2013-16. Over 6,500 two-bed units have been
delivered since the beginning of 2016 in an attempt to address the
problem. Two-bed rental values continued to rise during 2018-19 and
reached just short of £1,000 pcm on average in Manchester city centre,
despite the number of units delivered between 2016 and 2020.
However, growth in rental incomes has
slowed from a 7 per cent increase over
two years (2015-17) to 3.1 per cent over
the most recent two-year period (2017-19).
Salford Central has seen the strongest
price growth, with a 6 per cent increase
between 2018 and 2019.2

As many of these are recent graduates
or highly-skilled workers, the GDP
per capita is growing in tandem with
the overall increase in the city centre
population, which is expected to increase
GDP overall significantly.

Demand for residential property in
Manchester is strong, where there
has been a large growth in population,
predominantly amongst the economicallyactive 20-39 age group.
Chart 6. Manchester: residential 2 bed rental prices YoY by sub-area
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New residential products
Given the competition in the BtR market, developers are now looking
to other residential products to attract investment.
‘Co-living’ seeks to cater for those who may
not have a tenant to share with, or may
want to venture on their own, by offering
single occupancy tenancies in shared
apartments or studios. These co-living
offerings provide a substantial amount
of shared amenity space for residents in
communal areas.
The buildings typically offer flexibility for
consumers, with varied lengths of tenancy,
and seek to address problems of isolation

that can become an issue in poorly
designed and badly managed apartment
blocks. As with BtR, success of co-living
developments will inevitably be defined
by the quality of their offering, proximity
to employment opportunities and their
ongoing management and maintenance.
They will only meet a small portion of
housing need in the city, and Manchester
City Council has recently published a paper
that both clarifies their stance and will
allow the market to be tested.

Figure 5. Co-living explainer

What?

Who?

Why?

Self-contained units that
provide both single
apartments and clusters
with all bills included and
shared amenity spaces;
an evolution of the Built
to Rent model.

Built to Rent developers
and investors are looking
to channel funds into a
market that caters for new
renters in the city who are
typically <35 years old.

To create a rental
product that caters for
single occupiers as well
as those looking to share
with friends, typically in
smaller individual units
but for a lower rent.

Source: Deloitte Real Estate
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When?
New schemes are
expected to commence
in 2020, with further
planning applications
likely to be determined
during this year
following consultation.
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Regional repercussions
Much of the residential development that has taken place since
recovery from the 2007-08 recession has formalised the rental market
to respond to the UK population now typically renting for longer.
First time owner-occupiers are now on average two years older than
they were ten years prior. Delivery in Manchester has recognised the
need for a high quality rental sector to satisfy these changing lifestyle
patterns.
Those currently renting in the city centre
will generally be transient, moving on to
buy or rent elsewhere and be replaced by
new city centre workers and residents. This
will impact sale prices and areas like the
Northern and Eastern Gateways will have a
role in satisfying this type of housing need
in the regional centre. The average first time
buyer in Manchester now pays £176,0003
and residential areas offering family-style
properties around this £175-£200k mark
could see prices start to rise.

Areas outside the regional centre can
capitalise on the increase in residential
demand, and spread geographically
the availability of good quality and
well-connected accommodation. This
in turn will create better conditions for
investing and access to jobs and leisure
opportunities, and support a strong and
vibrant regional economy.

Greater Manchester towns connected to
Manchester and Salford Central will also
need to contribute to regional growth over
the plan period and deliver residentialled regeneration. The revised Greater
Manchester Spatial Framework (Figure 6),
due to be published in summer 2020, will
look to Manchester, Salford and Trafford to
deliver over half of new housing (106,490
units – 53 per cent) to 2037, but a balance
will be needed. This will comprise both
higher density rented accommodation,
in locations well-connected to public
transport outside the regional centre to
satisfy pockets of rental demand, as well as
lower density family housing for sale.

13
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Figure 6. GMSF Spatial Plan
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Office
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Volumes remain high
The amount of space under construction in 2019 was broadly similar
when compared to 2018.
2.1m sq ft is currently under construction,
19,000 sq ft more compared to our
previous Crane Survey (Chart 7). The
amount under construction remains
constant as the five new office starts that
commenced in 2019 (Chart 8) comprising
464,000 sq ft, is of a similar level to the
amount of new space delivered during the
same period (427,747 sq ft).
Office development activity is taking
place across 14 schemes, with the
focus predominantly in the City Core (8
schemes), but there is also activity in St.
John’s (2), Salford (3) and NOMA (1). New
starts include Globe and Simpson in St.
John’s, 11 York Street and 3 New Bailey,
with completed schemes of Dantzic in
NOMA, Heron House, No.8 First Street
and ABC on Quay Street offering new
and refurbished floorspace this year. The
completions in NOMA and First Street
have also contributed important pieces of
the surrounding public realm within their
respective masterplans.

Chart 7. Total volume of oﬃce under construction (sq ft)
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Chart 8. Oﬃce new starts per year
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The total volume under construction is
double the average amount observed
on site over the past 12 years (975,000 sq
ft). If the offices under construction are
all fully occupied by the end of 2021, they
would bring approximately 15,500 new full
time equivalent (FTE) jobs for the regional
centre. This could add up to £570m Gross
Value Added (GVA) to the economy and
£309m in wages each year (Figure 7).
Whilst the pipeline is strong for the next
two years, when all 2.1m sq ft is set to
be delivered, the five new starts in this
Crane Survey has fallen from the ten new
schemes that commenced development
during 2018. This reduction is consistent
with the slowdown in residential sector
new starts (a 50 per cent reduction) and
means that no new space is currently
set to be delivered from 2022 onwards
based on the schemes currently under
construction.
Applications in NOMA and Mayfield,
amongst others, look set to add to this
pipeline.
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Figure 7. Potential employment and GVA

+15,500

new jobs by end of 2021

Source: Deloitte Real Estate

+£570m
GVA to the economy
by end of 2021
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Strong and diverse take up
Take up is high with 1m sq ft taken up across the area as a whole
Pre-lets on new and refurbished space under construction also
suggests demand for space is high. In our 2017 Survey, we observed
that only 5 per cent of 1.5m sq ft under construction was pre-let. This
Survey shows that the amount of pre-let space is now up to 40 per
cent, comprising 865,500 sq ft (Chart 10).
This suggests that there is currently an
undersupply of new space to the market,
demonstrated by prime rents in the City
Centre. This is a consequence of high levels
of growth, a diversified local economy and
a constrained supply of Grade A space,
driven by some significant pre-lets in both
Salford and Manchester.
Booking.inc are set to occupy the entirety
of Manchester Goods Yard; WPP will

occupy Globe and Simpson in St. John’s;
Spaces – a serviced office occupier – have
taken the whole of OneTwoFive Deansgate;
HMRC are set to occupy all of Three New
Bailey; and Two New Bailey is set to be
occupied by Eversheds Sutherland.
Continued diversification of employment
in the local economy is highlighted by the
nature of pre-let space (Figure 7).

Figure 8. Take up
TMT

40.5%
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19%
Public Sector
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Other
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Source: Deloitte Real Estate
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The demand for pre-let space in the
local economy is driven largely by the
technology, media and telocom (TMT)
sector (40.5 per cent), a key growth area
for the region, whilst the market has also
been boosted by serviced offices (19 per
cent), the public sector (18 per cent) and
legal/professional firms (16.5 per cent).
Importantly this has been achieved
against a backdrop of persistent
uncertainty, as shown in our CFO
Survey (Q3), which was higher than ever
in the run-up to the General Election

in December 2019 (Chart 9).5 Significant
population growth and the availability
of labour, together with the clustering of
businesses, are creating good conditions to
invest in Manchester and Salford.
Our post-election CFO Survey (Q4) suggests
Brexit uncertainty has fallen, risks are down
across the board and hiring and investment
is set to pick up during 2020. While CFOs are
still cautious, the conditions for investment
have improved since the election.

Chart 9. Uncertainty and persistence of uncertainty
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Persistence data from Bank of England analysis of anonymised Deloitte CFO Survey responses

Chart 10. Manchester: oﬃce development pipeline (sq ft)
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Office market outlook
Despite high take-up, new office starts have fallen to five this year.
Sustainable levels of job creation, in line with the significant population
growth in the city, are dependent on the submission and/or delivery of
more major office planning applications to improve the future pipeline
and keep Manchester and Salford competitive regionally and nationally.
Despite the reduction in new starts, one
can be optimistic due to the planned
pipeline. The submission (for planning
permission) of two office blocks in NOMA (2
and 3 Angel Square) and approval of a third
(4 Angel Square) should bring approximately
635,000 sq ft to market. Two further
offices proposed at Mayfield could deliver
410,000 sq ft, which will be supported by
the delivery of a new 2.6 acre public park
and a valuable piece of social infrastructure
for the city. Submissions and permissions
for new offices in St. John’s, First Street and
Manchester Central will also boost supply.
Interestingly, most of these pipeline and
planned developments are due to take
place on the edge of Manchester city centre
and Salford, as competition for space
is limiting development opportunities
for large scale commercial office
developments in the city core. Overall,
there is a large amount in the planned
pipeline totalling 2.3m sq ft, with five office
schemes submitted for approval during
2019. Outside the survey area, Salford’s
MediaCity, Eastlands, and Airport City in
south Manchester will continue to provide
major employment opportunities.
This new space is demand-led, with large
corporates still looking for space as well as
small and medium-size enterprises in the
TMT sector. Research by Midas6 suggests
that Manchester is a prime location for
FinTech (‘Financial Technology’).

This follows growth in London, which has
now become a world-leader in Fintech with
£1.63bn invested between January and
August 2019 and supporting 44,000 jobs in
the capital overall. AccessPay, Crowdcube
and MarketInvoice are just some of the
names operating in the sector within
Manchester and further growth is expected
in this area.
Figure 9. Outlook

Despite a strong local market,
slowing global growth
compounds recession risk.

Serviced oﬃces will continue to
feature in the market, despite a
turbulent year.

Tech will continue to expand
and Manchester is developing
a market for Fintech and
overseas tech companies in
the TMT sector.

Demand for ‘Grade A’ space
from a variety of sectors will
continue to drive investment and
pre-lets.

Manchester’s declaration of the
climate change emergency
will require eﬀorts to reduce
CO2 emissions from buildings in
operation and construction.

New permissions
commencing development in
2020 will boost supply during
and beyond 2022.
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Tech and disruption
FinTech and other TMT disruptors are not only drivers of economic
growth through their expansion, but they also continue to affect
the way we all work, with many routine manual tasks in large
organisations being replaced by technology that can do the work.
Over time this will continue to free up
staff to engage in activities that create
more value, which paradoxically will drive
forward the creation of more FinTech and
similar technological and digital processes.
In order to improve economic productivity,
businesses should embrace disruptive
technologies to undertake routine tasks
while allowing their staff unstructured,
creative work to spur innovation.
The amount of investment in this area
coming forward may depend on external
factors. Due to the ongoing trade dispute
between the US and China, coupled with
China boasting 9 of the top 20 largest
tech firms,7 we may see organisations
target Europe rather than the US as a
place to grow. Manchester is well placed
to capitalise on the growth of the Fintech
market and linked investment potential.
Therefore, we are likely to see a
continuation of the current TMT trend in
pre-lets and a change in the operation and
job roles of some more traditional office
occupiers within the financial, professional
and legal sectors.
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Retail, leisure
and hotels
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Commercial space supporting neighbourhoods
There is a large amount of ground floor commercial floorspace
coming forward next year. 148,000 sq ft of the total 366,000 sq ft
to be delivered during 2020 will be contributed to by the Factory
development.
The remaining retail and leisure space
is located on the ground floor of new
builds. It is now almost always delivered
on completion as convenience retail, bars
or restaurants. Ancoats had a number
of commercial units that were vacant
on completion of the Manchester Life
residential schemes, which have since
become thriving restaurants, bars and
general stores supported by the local
community.
The commercial space under construction
is co-ordinated and curated to provide a
supportive and critical function for new
neighbourhoods. The Deloitte Consumer
Tracker8 sets out how comparison retail
(e.g. clothes, electronics and bulky goods)
is supplanted by convenience retail (e.g.
food and drink) for both new residents
and by the hospitality sector for the visitor
economy. This is a long-term trend both in
the city and nationally.

Chart 12. Leisure and retail ﬂoorspace (sq ft)

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
0

100,000

Retail Completed

200,000

Retail U/C

300,000

400,000

The Factory development

Source: Deloitte Real Estate
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In its early years, Spinningfields was
seen as an extension of the core retail
infrastructure, but the area is now
rebranded and well known for its food and
drink scene to support the evening and
weekend economy. Across the regional
centre, a higher-end food and drink offer
has generated momentum over the past
10 years in particular. Testament to this
is Manchester being awarded its first
Michelin star (Mana in Ancoats) and other
restaurants are looking to be awarded the
accolade.
Clearly, retail and hospitality are vital to the
city, providing a diverse range and mix of
jobs. 83,000 jobs in Greater Manchester
are in hospitality and forecasts suggest
that employment in Greater Manchester’s
hospitality and tourism sector will
grow by 13 per cent in the years to
2022 (approximately 12,000 new jobs),
representing some 13 per cent of all new
employment.4 Indeed, 76 per cent of all
jobs in the hospitality sector are in bars
and restaurants.

“Consumers have been
reducing their
net spending on
groceries, utilities and
transport an indication
that lower inflation is
easing cost pressures
for essential items. As
a result, leisure sector
categories such as going
out to the cinema or
to a restaurant have
seen a strong recovery
compared to the same
period a year ago. A sign
that people continue
to favour experiences
over goods.”
Deloitte Consumer Tracker (Q3 2019)
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Leisure sector developments
Long-term trends in consumer attitudes towards online shopping have
hampered the ability of comparison retailers to grow or even maintain
their high street presence.
Whilst smaller ticket items are still
purchased in store, holidays (91 per
cent), entertainment (70 per cent),
electrical equipment (57 per cent) and
major household appliances (55 per cent)
are typically purchased online (Charts 13
and 14).

The UK arts, entertainment and recreation
sector is estimated to have grown 5.4 per
cent in the past 5 years to £38.9bn.4 The
Factory will deliver a further considerable
local boost in this regard when the
140,000 sq ft facility is due to open in late
2020.

However, increased spending on
experiences rather than goods is a
positive trend for Manchester. As a visitor
destination, the city now ranks second in
the UK for business and leisure tourism
due to significant growth from China in
particular (185 per cent increase YoY)
and is touted by Big Seven Travel as “the
coolest city to visit” in the UK during 2020.

Online retailers continue
to report strong growth,
outperforming the high
street. Online spending
now accounts for
19.1 per cent of all retail
spending.

Temporary events such as the Warehouse
Project, Manchester International Festival
2019 (MIF) and Pride Festival events held
at Depot Mayfield increased in size during
2019. The Factory, to be delivered in St
John's, will become a 7,300 capacity venue
and the permanent home to MIF once
operational.

Deloitte Consumer Survey 2019

Such events and development activity are
a sign of the changing trends in consumer
spending, with leisure spending up across
almost all categories. They are also vital to
the local economy and raise the profile of
the region overall, boosting expenditure
in bars and restaurants and purchases
of goods locally, and support the hotel
market.

4

Deloitte 2019
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Chart 13. Consumer spends
% point change
quarter on quarter
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Chart 14. Spending trends
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Hotels and travel
Construction of 640 new hotel beds commenced during 2019, which
has increased the figure under construction to 2,446 beds across the
Survey area over 11 different sites (Chart 15).
Three new hotel-only developments began
this year, and the London Road Fire Station
includes a hotel as part of a mixed use
development comprising workspaces,
food and beverage operations, and other
supporting uses.
This represents an increase in the volume
under construction by 24 per cent and the
fifth successive year of increases in the
number of rooms under construction. In
terms of delivery of new hotels, 344 new
beds were provided across thee schemes
in 2019. Dakota Deluxe and London
Warehouse have delivered 303 new beds
near to Piccadilly Station, and 41 rooms at
the former Stock Exchange provide a highend offering in the city core.
With 4.8m staying visits and 59m day visits
each year, tourism is worth £4.5billion to
Manchester’s economy, securing 50,440
jobs across the city,9 which is driven
by high-profile business, sporting, and
cultural events taking place.

As set out in the Greater Manchester
Business Tourism Strategy, the ambition is
to grow annual earnings from tourism in
the region from £862m in 2017 by 40% or
more in the years to 2025, generating an
additional £345m to the regional economy
and supporting a further 14,000 jobs.
Growing the sector is likely to be achieved
with the right level of investment
compared to international peer cities.
Throughout the delivery of 3,000 new
hotel rooms since 2014 (Chart 15), hotel
occupancy rates in Manchester have
remained between 75 and 78 per cent.
This demonstrates the continued strength
of the hotel market to the city, which
the GMBTS states could go further with
investment in marketing, funding through
a hotel levy, and winning other bids to host
major sporting events.

Chart 15. Hotel development (no. of rooms completed/under construction)
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Source: Deloitte Real Estate
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Student,
education
and research
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Purpose built student accommodation (PBSA)
The first student residential development in the area since 2017
was delivered in 2019, bringing 384 beds to market at Circle Square
from Vita Student. There were no new development starts in
student accommodation in 2019, reducing the overall volume under
construction to 1,410 bedspaces. This amount however is still over
double the average over the past 12 years.
The pipeline of developments currently
under construction will ensure the
delivery of further student beds up to
2021, with 603 beds to be delivered at
Artisan Heights (Unite) in 2020 and a
further 807 beds at River Street (Downing)
in 2021. Both buildings will be 32 storeys
once complete to increase the density
of student residential development and
cater for demand in this location. This
avoids impacting significantly on finite
land resources close to the Universities,
where prioritisation is given to space for
commercial and academic expansion.
Students make a vital contribution to the
regional economy. It is estimated that
there are 90,000 students in Greater
Manchester Universities. 65 per cent have
a term-time address, whilst the remainder
are thought to live at home.

This suggests the level of demand
for affordable purpose-built student
accommodation in the region and
particularly in the City Centre and in
close proximity to the Higher Education
Institutions.
Lack of PBSA in the city is having an
impact on tax revenues, as students,
who are exempt from council tax, take
up space in Build to Rent developments.
This is estimated to cost £17m per year
in reduced council tax revenues, and an
Executive meeting report to Manchester
City Council in November 201910
reported that the number of student tax
exemptions in the city centre increased by
24 per cent between 2009 and 2019.

Chart 16. Student housing development pipeline
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This influx of students in typical open
market residential accommodation is, in
part, driven by the lack of PBSA in the city
centre where demand from students is
evidently growing. This, combined with an
increase in the non-student population in
the city, is creating competition for space
and driving rents upward.
Construction of further PBSA will be
driven by the anticipated potential for
growth in student numbers in coming
years, continued targeting of international
students and also the need to re-provision
existing accommodation, which is
compromised in terms of quality. There is
also evidence of an increasing propensity
for students to live in PBSA beyond
their first year, increasing demand and
competition for bedspaces.
One solution is to deliver new
affordable PBSA in the city centre and
Corridor areas and reduce demand
from students for open market rental
accommodation. Rental prices for new
PBSA accommodation would have to be
competitive with rental rates for BtR and
typical Houses in Multiple Occupation
(HMO) in Fallowfield and Rusholme.
Another solution might be to restrict
the letting of new non-PBSA to students
through Section 106 agreements.
Whatever the solution, students are vital
to the city both now and in the future
after graduation and their needs must be
catered for.

Figure 10. University students

Did you know?
UoM, MMU and RNCM undergraduate students during
2017/18 academic year.

Non-EU

6,843
students

EU

2,717
students

Non-EU students are more likely to stay after undergraduate degrees have completed.

Postgraduate:
undergraduate enrolment ratios:
Non-EU
87:100

EU
40:100

UK
Non GM
23,5:100
Greater
Manchester
37:100

Source: Manchester City Council10
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Education and research
No new space was delivered in 2019, and large-scale developments
such as the Manchester Engineering Campus Development continue.
Two new starts during the year – Citylabs
2.0 (92,000 sq ft) and the School of Digital
Arts (52,000 sq ft) - brings the total under
construction to 1,278,548 sq ft (Chart 17).
This will all be delivered before the end of
2021 and probably before the beginning of
the academic year. All are located within the
Corridor, which is a focal area for this type of
development.

This type of investment is vital for the region
due to the strong growth and investment in
the knowledge economy, better collaboration
between institutions, and the reputation of
the region as global leader in scientific fields.

A further 190,000 sq ft is due to come
forward in the form of Citylabs 3.0, which
is expected to commence construction
at the end of 2020. It will comprise a new
build element adjoining a sensitively altered
and refurbished Grade II Listed Royal
Eye Hospital. A planning application was
submitted at the end of 2019 for Citylabs 4.0,
further highlighting the level of demand in
the research and development market and
boosting supply beyond 2021.

Whereas the focus of construction for
biomedical research is on the eastern side of
the Corridor, adjacent to the MFT facilities, on
the western side of the Corridor there is greater
focus on technology and materials sciences.
This model for the Corridor and proximity of
research businesses could benefit from better
collaboration, based on the success delivered
in Boston and by the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT). This cross-fertilisation has
taken place in Boston both within buildings
and on a campus-wide basis. Manchester
is following suit and improving connections
and collaboration through the Corridor
development.

An application was submitted in September
2019 for a new 80,000 sq ft tech hub – Base
– that follows the successful development of
the Bright Building that is fully let to 24 digital
technology businesses. It will create a focus
for engineering, energy technology, and light
manufacturing sectors.
Chart 17. Education and research development pipeline (sq. ft.)
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Development map
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For full results and the development table, please visit the Crane Survey webpage at:
https://www2.deloitte.com/uk/en/pages/real-estate/articles/regional-crane-surveys.html
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